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GAS FLOW IN R ~ ~ ~ G  COOIA.HT PASSAGES 
W. Byron Brown and Richard J. Rossbach 
A theoretical  analysis was made of the air flow through the blade 
ooolant pms%es In an air-cooled turbine rotor; one-dirnensional flow 
was assumed. The simultaneous effects of mea change, ompreseibil- 
ity, waXL f r ia t ion ,  heat transfer, and rotation were included. A 
numerical method for solving the  differential equations eqress ing  
the conservation of energy and momentum f a  preaented for the genersl 
case i n  whlch the coefficients in the two equations are allowed t o  
vary along the blade span. I n  addition, the variation of the c-8- 
tion-gas effective temperature and relative  velmity at the entrance 
to the rotor are omsidered in the analysis. 
Tables of the  several Mach rmiber functions that appear i n  the 
differential  eqpations are presented. The interval in the Mauh 
nm%er i n  these tables  ie mall; the labor of interpolation is tbere- 
%x minimized. 
A numerical example €e solved by use of the general solution of 
the differential equatione. For the s&me ezample, a ebrplified eolu- 
t ion of the energy equation i e  presented, in  which mean constant 
v a h e s  were used for the coefficients. The plotted results of the 
two solutions indicate that t o t a l  temperature, Mach mniber, relative 
velocity, and static preesure of the coolant determined fram the 
simplified eolution  deviated  less  tban 2 percent from the  corres- 
ponding values obtained for the general solation, 
It w88 found that the general solution, i n  which the ooeff i -  
cients in  the differential eqnatione were treated a8 variables, ahauld 
be employed for ac-te determination of the spanwise blase-=tal 
temperatme dietribution. The blade-metal temperature distribution 
may be approximately determined., however, f'rcan a e3qiLified eolution 
of the energy  equation by utilizing  the  effective combuetion-gas- 
temperature distribution and an approximate value of the m i a t i o n  
i n  the r a t i o  of outside t o  inside heat-transfer coefficient. 
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!l”bine-lnlet temperatures higher than thoee encountered in our- 
rent w e  offer possibilities for large improvements in  the performance 
of aircraf t  gas turbines. For t h i s  reason, the net effect of differ-  
ent  turbineeooling nethods on engine and airplane performance and 
means for utFlfzing hfgher in le t  tempemtures are being investigated 
at the HACA Lewis laboratory. An important phase of t h i s  work is the 
analysis of coolant flow through passages in the r o t a  blades. 
In the air-cooled turbine, the 0003ing air  may be intrcxluaed 
into  the turbine disk near the center fram sane etage of the metin 
oompreseor. The air then flows in a radial direction and enters a 
radial blade coolant passage at the base of the blades. The pressure 
and the temperature of the air flopring through the blade coolant per- 
-gee are affeoted by heat tramfer,  d l  friction,  rotation of the 
turbine wheel, and chetnges i n  flow area along the coolant passage. 
The cooling air i e  often dieoharged into the working-fluid gas stream 
at the t ipe  of the blades. A n  analysis of the sir flow in  the blade 
ooolant passages is neoessary in  order t o  determine the pressure 
requirement for  the cooling air anB the  effect of the coolant on the 
performance of the entire engine. A method for computing the pertinent 
flaw characteristics of the cooling air  within the bhae coolant pae- 
S w e  18 PFSSeXlted hereh. 
Cansidemble reeearoh has been done on t h e  ideal case of one- 
dimeneionaJ gas flow through s t a t i m  passagee. Scone of this work 
ie summrizeb i n  reference 1. 
Shuplified solutions valid for lov velocities (Maoh Dumbera l eas  
than 0.4) and moderate heat-transfer ratee (temperature differences 
between the a i r  and the wall le88 than 300’ F) &re preeented in ref- 
erences 2 and 3. Experimental work p s e n t e d  i n  reference 4 s h m  
that for .higher Mach numbers and higher heat-transfer  rates, the 
e w i f i e d  solation gave only very rough approximebtione . Even for  
the simple case (onedimensional flow through stationary passa@;es) ,
no exact olosed-fonn ealntion has been found for the mom?ntum equa- 
tion. References 5 a d  6 present seta of working oha;rts that fac i l i -  
tate the determination, Prlthmt individual integration, of the preersure 
m f a t i o n a  of a ca~preealble f luid flcrwing through heatexchanger 
passages fn the speoified case wherein heat is added t o  the air 
stream by the peeage walls, which are at a conetant temperakure 
t m g h o u t  their length. It is 8tateU I n  reference 6 that similar 
methods cmld be used for  the ca6e in whioh the rate of heat input 
dong the paasage length ie oonstant. 
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d A onedimensional analyeis of gas flow in a etatiomzy passage 
is preeented i n  reference 1; the eimultaneoas effects of m a  change, 
wall friction, drag of internal bodies, generalized body- forces, 
external heat exchange, chmdcal reaction, change of phase, injection 
of gases, and changes i n  moleculaz weight and epeoifio heat are con- 
sidered. The analysis of reference 1 can be applied t o  the flow 
through the zwtating blade a-nt paamgee br replacing the  general- 
ized. body force of reference 1 by the oelrt;rlf'u@  force6 due t o  the 
rotation of the blade coolant passage. In this connection, the &if- 
ferent ia l  equations  expressing  the  conservation of energy and numenturn 
are developed i n  forms that are applicable t o  the present problem. 
Methods f o r  the eimultaneaus numerical solution of these two differ-  
en t ia l  eqnsttollls are presented. 
The 'simultaneous solutfon of the  energy and momentnm equations 
frm the ti9 of the blade t o  the  root pedts the detemination of 
s ta t ic  pre~gure, total temperature, and velocitr  diatrilmtions of t h e  
coolant ala the blade coolant passage. IQ addition, the spanwiBe 
b l a d e e t a l  temperature distribntian mag be determined. Reoommenda- 
tions are also made for  Betermtniug the heat4ranefer  coefficients, 
the  friction  coefficient, and the recovem coefficfent, inasmuch as 
theae coefficients appear in the aifferent ia l  equations. A numerical 
example is presented t o  &rnonstrate the application of the methods 
developed. This  example is ale0 solved by UE- two closed-f orm 
sohrtions of the energy equation and the r e s d t e  are ccmpred. =eo 
a sh@ified method of determiaing blade-Metal temperatures is given. 
Tables are presented i n  order t o  faci l i ta te   the campUtaticmf3; these 
tables require le86 fnterpolatlng tire than those of reference 7 and 
contain .additional Mach Mxmber func.t;iane not given i n  reference 7 . 
The p r i n c i w  a8mmpt;ions made are l ia ted  and diacusseb. The 
basic physical equations and the workfng equations derived -them 
f o r  th i s  application are a l s o  given as well 86 a mlmarical method 
f o r  solving  the  Wferentia3. equations ana the  aolutfon of a numer- 
icetl example to i l luetrate  the method. 
A sohemtic  sketoh of a hollow turbine blade mcunted 011 the 
turbine di8k is eham in figure I(a) . The analytfcd ?nethods pre- 
sented refer to the coolant f l a w  in the  eeotion of the blade between 
the raAi % and q. The remaining three sketches in figure 1 
indioate possible hollow-blade cros6 sectione t o  whiohthe present 
analysis can be applied. 
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The velocity aiagmm of the o " t  at radirzs r i8  super- 
imposed on the sketch of a mcxlnted hollow blade in  figure 2 (a). The 
velmity W refe,md t o  i n  the following analysis is the velooity 
of the coolant relative to the blade in  the radial direotion. The 
t o t a l  tentperatures' employed are re lat ive  to  the blade. 
I n  a turbine blade rotating at a high angular velooity, the 
coolant flow is affeoted by rotation, change in flow area dong the 
blade coolant pssertge, Val1 friction, and heat transfer from the hot 
blade walls t o  the ooolant. The imide and outside perimetere of the 
blade as well as the ooolant flow mea vary, in general, along the 
blade span. The veloofty of' the ombuetion gas reheive  to   the blade8 
m y  vary as much as 100 peroent dong  the blade span. All theee 
variatione muse changes in the Reyno- Ilumbere of the ombustion- 
gjae flow and coolant flow3 variaticma in the  imide and outside heat- 
tranafer  ocxffiaiente along the blade span therefore remlt . 
If the spamtise blade..nrretal ternperatme di8tribUtion le require&, 
all these variations along tk blade Etet be ooneiderea in   the s d u -  
t ion of the differential equation8 describing the oodant flow. I n  
order t o  a o o m t  for  a l l  the variations, a numerioal solution is 
preeented for  the different id  equations. If, however, an accurate 
blaae-metal temperatux? distribution is not required, tb olosed-form 
solution of the  energy equation may be employed without a w o i a b l y  ' 
o h a q h g  the ccnnputed dietribution of temperature, p r e e m ,  velooity, 
denaity, and Mach number of the ooohut,. 
In  omkr t o  eimplify the analyeis, the following aesumptions 
a m  m a d e 8  These aasumfiions are lis-ked and then &ismsed. 
1. The coolant flow ie one-dimeneional and i n  the radial direc- 
tion; that is, the flow properties a m  conetm=k in any cylinder per- 
pendicular t o  the radius. 
2,  Heat aonduction spanwise along the blade t o  the rim is 
negligible. 
3. Heat tramferred by radiation (fYom the ertator t o  the. rotor) 
ie negligible. 
4. Inlet effects on heat tranefer are negligible. 
5 ,  Thenaal reeiehnoe of the blade wall is negligible. . 
Y 
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The vaziation of pressure, temperature, velocity, and density 
across a eection of the coolant passage is emall enough in current 
turbine desigae t o  permit aseumptian 1. For @ m e ,  in the case of 
the Jmo-004 hollow-blade turbine, Stodola's formula for the velocity 
variation (reference 8 )  gives a variation acroea the psage of about 
10 feet  per second, which correspo& t o  a velocity  variation of 
about 1 t o  3 percent. The pressure variations w o u l d  be of' the same 
order of magnitude. Velooity variations =rosa the passage could 
conceivably be produced by natural convection; if theere velocities 
are comgared w i t h  the forced velooities by canparing in a typical 
case the heat-tramfer coefficients due t o  natural and forced cornea- 
tion, variation8 of abmt 10 percent appear posaible. The largest 
deviation from an average value would t h e  not exceed 5 percent and 
a one-dimensional calculation w o u l d  give the radial velocity  trend 
with sufficient accuracy for many purpoees. 
The y t e r  that measures the relative importance of conduc- 
t ion   to   the  rfm is shown in  reference 9 as 
The spanwise bl&de+netal temperatwe distributions for oertain air- 
cooled hollow blades, which have been studied, indicate that conduc- 
t ion t o  'the rim is negligible beyond a pofnt 0.8 inch from the rim. 
The value of at this point is between 3 and 4. For the  air-cooled 
hollow blaae of' rsference 10, the value of 5 for negligible conduc- 
t ion t o  the rim is 3.4 and OCCIEB at a point 10 percent of the blade 
span from the mot (0.4 in.). Equation (10) of referenoe ll (p.  232) 
indicates that wkn 5 1s e q d  t o  or greater than 4, the temperature 
difference between the oasnbuetion gas and the blade ri&al is changed 
less than 1.8 percent by conduction t o  the rim. Assumption 2 thus 
appears to be justified w ~ ~ n  2s equal t o  or greater than 3.5 at 
the point in  question. In the numerical example presented herein, 
5 i e  equal t o  3.5 8% a point 0.7 Inch (19 percent of the  blade span) 
frm the root. 
Assumption 3 has been studied in an unpublbshed. hollar-bla&e 
calculation; the effect of radiation was found t o  be very smal f o r  
etator tenrperatures up to abaut 2000' F. Because of the very &l 
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contribution of radiation t o  the  total  heat transferred at 2000° F, 
mdiation effects may .probably be neglectea withant sizeable error 
fo r  s ta tor  fempe”8 eLB high &S 3000° F. 
Aeeumption 4 is supparted by unpnblished data on heat transfer 
in a tube. 
Assumption 5 is customarily useU when a gas film exists on each 
side of a thin metal wall. 
Baefo Pbysioal Equations 
Four b a s i o  physioal equation8 &re available for the determination 
of the distributions of Mach number, e ta t ic  presmre, total tempera- 
ture, and the  velocity of the coolant along the blade coolant pa~~~age. 
The equation of state and. tlie continuity equation, respectively, are 
(Al l  symbols are defined i n  appendix A . )  
The general form of the energy equation is 
% I? dg + - J = =P d T + d -  w 
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Working Forrn of Differential Equatfons 
The independent variable r may conveniently be changed t o  & 
dimensionlese number y defined eo ea t o  vary f’rom a value of zero 
at the blade t i p  t o  a value of unity at the IiLaae root. T h u ~  
The main dependent variables &re the   total  temperature of the 
ooolant T”  aM the Mach d e r  of the coolant M; both are referred 
t o  the rotatlng p m g e .  The dependent variables are defined fn the 
usual n r .  
The distributions of Mach mzmber, s t a t i c  pressure, t o t a l  tempera- 
ture ,  coolant velocity, and blade -metal tempemture along the blade 
coolant passage are ehown in  appendfxes B and C to depend on the solu- 
t ion of the differential equations of energy and mmentum. The work- 
ing fona of the energy equation is 
- 
8 
where 
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where  T ier the adiabatiu wall tempere;ture, that l e ,  the temperature 
assumed gy the TAU in the absenoe of heat twsafer between the WFXL 
and the moving fluid. 
A l l  the Fanctlone have been calaalebted eLnd are preoented in 
table I. Some of these valuee have been publiehed in refereme 7. In 
the present tables, B C ~ P E  new W u t i o n s  have been added to those of 
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mfm€!nCe 7 .  An additional epeoifio heat r a t io  (1.37) hae been o a -  
p t e d  in order t o  elqilify  interpolation for varying air temperatures. 
The tabular interval i n  the Mach Pumber b e  been reduced. ale0 to 
faoilitate interpolation, 
In general, equatione ( 8 )  a d  ( 9 )  m e t  be e o l e  simultaneously 
because the Maoh mber OOOUTS in the energy equation ( 8 )  and the 
total temperat- w a r e  in the moment- equation (9). In many 
instances, eepecially when Ai is olose t o  unity, the tern involving 
the Mach number in the energy equation ie  quite amall, leea than 2 
percent of unity. In =oh caeee, thia t e rn  is often neglected in 
osder to permit the energy equation to be 8olved independently of the 
momentum equation. This  eolution ie  preeented i n  the eection APPROX- 
IWI3 O-FBM SOLUTION OF ENEZGY E&UATIOlf. 
when the differential equations ( 8 )  and ( 9 )  have been solved for 
the  dietrfbutians of Maoh nunbe?? and coolant t o w  tempeYXIt~ along 
the blade o o o h t  paereage, the atatfo-pressure and coolant-velocity 
dietributione arsg be determined. as in reference 1 from the  equation8 
E q a s t f o n  (16) i e  obtained frma the cdbination of'eqaatione (I), (Z), 
(6), a d  ( 7 ) .  Equation (17) is obtained by e lk ina t ing  T From 
equations (6) and ( 7 )  anb eubstituting RY/(Y-l) for Jcp. 
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~ ~ ~ I C A I ,  METHOD OF soLurroH 
The numerical methods are developed i n  referenoe 12 .  In order 
to &da@ these methods t o  the  specific problem considered, equal 
increments of length a long  the blade coolant passage are designated 
by t he  stations 0, 1, 2, . . . n, beginning at the blade t ip .  The 
distances t o  each of these stations are designated by yo(yo = 0), 
tions ( 8 )  and (9) is required; the procedure for 8olvin.g both equa- 
tions is identiczal. The total-temperature distribution, which l e  
obtained from the energy equation, is nearly linear, 'whereas the 
Mach number distribution, vhioh is obtained from t h e  mcsnentum 
equation, is not; consequently, all the refinemute required for a 
function wi th  a rapidly changing slope must be ut i l ized  in   the solu- 
t ion of the momentum equation. The details of the solution of the 
moleenturn equation are therefore presented. The energy equation may 
be solved i n  a similar manner by employing as many of the refinements 
as are required. 
B l t  Y2r Yn> respectively. A simltaneous solution of equa- 
The solution  ie  initiated by determining the Mach number at the 
t i p  frm the  m.lation 
which is derived i n  appendix D. A l l  quantities on the right side of- 
eqmtion (18) are assumed t o  be known and the Mach number at the t i p  
of the blade can be found bg reference t o  table I. 
The insertion of the i n i t i a l  value of M2 (when y P 0) i n  
equation (9) yields (dMz/dy)o. The value of M at the station 1/2 
is c m p t e d  frcan the equation 
The d u e  of (M2)1/2 permits the  omputation of from 
equation ( 9 )  using the values of IA, If, +, and IR From 
table I and the values of A, TI', m"/dy, Dh, f, an8 aA/A . 
Y 
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As before, the value of (dM2/dy), ie computed by i n s e r t i n g  (M2)l 
in equation ( 9 )  . 
Differences vill hereinaf'ter be employed for calouhsting quanti- 
t i e s  PeceeBary in the n w n e r i o a l  fntegration. The following equatione 
indioate the method f o r  oomputing the required differemes at any sta- 
t im n: 
A t  station n+l, the value8 of (&/dy),,, and .(M2)wl are 
obtained as follawe : 
It is important t o  have the numerioal work eyatematically arranged.  he d u e s  of tae different funotione of &/e for the 
statim 0, 1, 2, . n may be conveniently arranged as in the 
following table of differencee: 
12 
T h i 8  table ie f o m b  by eubtmoting eaoh number from the one inmre- 
dfatelg beneath it ssb eetting the remaider oppoaite the minuend in 
the ooltumn t o  the right. 
A e M a r  table of dlfferemee may be construoted for the Maoh 
Tullpber at the eeveral  etatione Thlrb-order difPerence0 fnr either 
saffioiently mual. The table of dj,ffsrencee i n  vhioh the third-order 
differenoee 0-e mre regul&rly sh& be noted. The value of the 
argm~nt of thiB table at station n+l mray be emtimated by infererne 
f r o a n  the cliffereme table. The t h i r b d e r  differenue is first 
inferred at etation n+l f'romthe values above it. The inferred 
bifferenoe i e  then adiled t o  the last entrg in the eeoond difference 
colnma. The ~ e u l t i n g  sum is added to the la s t  entry in  the first 
dlfferenoe oolumn, whioh is finally added t o  the laet en$ry i n  the 
column for the tabulatea value8 of the argument. The resulting vslne 
is the trial d u e  of the argument. 
The next step fs t o  oaupute ( M2) n+l. This tern l e  faand by the 
&/@ or H C- 6 1 0 ~ 4  if the intervrtl rn+l - te 
f o?.?uula . 
U 
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With the revised d u e 8  of M2, t h e  oorreeponding values of 
dM2/dy are recomputed from equation (9)  and t h e  difference tablee 
are corrected. 
If i n  the course of the cangutatlone the differences of the 
highest order employed become very anall, t h e  interval between the 
values of y may be doubled. In  order t o  accomplish the increase 
in  the interval, the values of dM2/dy corresponding t o  the alter- 
nate values of y employed in the laet step8 of the computation are 
omitted. A new difference table is conetntcted employing the remain- 
ing values of dM2/dy. The new differenoes may then be employed i n  
the  contimation of the computation. 
If, hawever, t he  differences of t h e  highest order became very 
large or i f  these differences vary irregularly, the interval between 
the values of y employed. must be decreased t o  one-half o r  one-third 
the original value. If the last lfne of differences AI (dpiz/dy), 
(where i P 1, 2, and 3) In which the highest-order difference is 
e t i l l  small mcurs at a value of y = y, t h i s  l ine of differences 
must  be replaced by a new line of differences A i , r  (&/e), (vhere 
i = 1, 2, &nd 3) corresponding to   the  reduced interval but applicable 
t o  the s&me etation yn. The cmputatfon 'of the value of Ai,r 
correeponding to the one-half interval from the wlue of A, l e  
accomplished by the  
4, r 
*2,r 
A 3 ,  r 
following equatione : 
'r 
m 
d 
oa 
d 
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The following equations are available for computing A for the 
one-third , interval from A 5  : 
- 
4 9  
($.) = 2 A1 + - 1 A2 + 81 5 A 3  
3 9 
A2,r ($) =' $ A2 + - 2 27 '3
I n  a calculation  initiated a t  the blade  tip-and proceeding t a r a d  
the blade root, the  interval can u s d l y  be doubled aeveral times, 
even tharzgh small interva3.e are i n i t i d l y  needed because of a high 
exit  Mach number (M > 0.7). If the exit  Mach  number is less  than 
0.5 and the area changes are small, large intervals (0.1 o r  0.2) oan 
be used throughout the pseage f o r  yn+l - yn. 'The intervals used 
in the numerical exanaple should be taken only a8 a rough guide. The 
previously mentioned criterions a h d d  be applied in each cebee. This 
choice of i n t e r v d   i e  further dtecussed in  the exanple. 
The detail8 of a numerical example for a finned blade are pre- 
sented in order t o  i l lustrate   the pr0cahx-e t o  be followed i n  the 
shniLtaneaue solution of t k  energy equation ( 8 )  and the mamenturn 
equation (9) . The radial variatione of Tg,e, Wg, cp, Y, G, 
q, Dh, and the other blade &hensiona &re considered in the solu- 
tion. 
Variation Along Blade Span of HoZo and 1 + X 
Inspect ion of equation (8) ehmwthat  the coefficient of the 
principal temperature t e rm involvee the factore q 2 ,  and 1 + h 
whe- 
I 
. 
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I n  t h i s  caee, q,v = Hi,r because the blade etuaied has cooling fine 
imide the passage. Each of the four members of the ratio h variee 
along the blade span. The  heat-trm&fer coefficients %, and 
depend on the ccanbustion-gas, oooling-alr, and b1ade"tal 
tempemtmee &6 well ae the position along the blade epan; they can- 
not be tabulated until  the pertinent temperatares are tletemined. 
The correlatione employed t o  determine 3 
the local Reptola number. Bewuse the local Reynolds number varies 
along the b l a e  span, the values of Ho,w and Hi,w must be deter- 
mine& at eaoh station. The  effect of the Reynolds number variation 
d o n g  the blade epan i e  accougkd-for in  t_he csmtation by calcu- 
lating the reference value8 G,yZo &&. Hi,aZi that correspond t o  
the  actual valuee of the two parameters wax the midpoint of the epan 
and bg multZplying these two reference values by the appropfiate 
Rrnctions of temperature and g e m t r y  ratios. In order t o  make tbe 
variation u a l d a t i o n e  d i m e n e i d e s a ,  reference valuee were used. 
The ratios involved then approach unitr a n d .  all the invar1an-t; fac-bora 
aancel . 
4 , w  
O#W * H1,w depend on 
In the oaee of the  onteide heat-transfer ooefficient, the cor- 
relation employed ia determined fram data obtained at the HACA Lewis 
laboratory (See appendix E )  . 
. 
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For a limited range' 
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When equation (30) is diviaed by a B- equation  written  in terms 
of reference va~uee and when eqwtious (31) t o  (33) are employed, the 
follawing relatian is obtained: 
Over the nmal range of t e s r a  B from the root t o  tlae t i p  of the 
blade, the r a t i o  (PI-~,~/P~~,~]'~ differs  f'rorn unitg by only a few 
tenths of one percent and can therefore be canitt&. The final form 
of the equation fs 
E L  
The ffrst factor on the  right side of equation (34) may be tabulated 
before the s3md.tamaa~l solution is initiated, bnt the second factor 
mst be t;abulated as the bladelnetal temperatures becane available. 
For the imide heat-tranafer coeffioient, the correlation of 
referenoe If is employed. (In this refereme all bulls properties 
of th= air &re evaluated at the total tenaperatwe.) 
18 
Dh I= 0,019 4rwDh O o 8  
k, 
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(35) 
The preeence of fine in the blade ooolant passage may be taken into 
aooaunt by &fling the following fimtecl-oylinder relation (refer- 
erne 14) t o  €he greeent w e e  by making the radius inf'initer 
The following relation i e  obtained for  %ti in a manner s h i 3 . m  to 
the derivation of equation (34). (See appendfI F. ) 
i 
* 
I 
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m 
factor 8, whioh is dependent on the  temperature distributiane. The 
final faotor of equation (37), the f i n  faotor, contains both gearnet- 
r i c  and te~mtnre  terms and muat therefore be evaluated atep by 
step aa the temperatures becane available. T&se faotors for deter- 
mining the heat-t-.fer -tern in  term of referenire values are 
presented in the following table t 
Assumed conditions for n m r i d  -$Le 
A blade o o n f i m t i o n  similar t o  that depicted fn figure l (d)  
was employed fn the namericsl exBlgple. The  variation of coolant 
flaw -8, hydraulic dfanreter (imide), perinEter€I, mean half-width 
of fine, and area+- m t e r  -- along the blade epan i~ 
presented in f5gares 3(8) t o  3(e). The turbine ie assum& to be 
deaigned fnr  free-vortex flaw. The theoretioal variation, along the 
blade span, of the ccanbustion-gas velcmity relative t o  the blades at 
the entretnoe to the KIeor is presented. i n  figure 3( f ) .  A typical 
1dA 
aas 
D 
c 
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effeotive oo&stfonwe4empera=hm= distribution alang the blade 
e m ,  which wil be enployed in  the aomputatfon, is shown fn 
figure 3(g) . The variation of % and 7 . f o r  the oooling air 
with temperature l e  plot ted in flguree 4 and 5, respectively. In  
figure 6, the variation of the friction  ooefficient  vith the blade- 
coolant-paereage Reynolds  number is presented. 
In order to o c q u t e  the refereme d u e s  of the imide and out- 
aide heatd-fer ooeffioiente, the blade dimeneiona correeponding 
t o  the miapolnt of the span (y = 0.5) aze emplo ed . The refereme 
temperature for the aanibuetian-gae propertlee & (refereme 16) l e  
aaaumed t o  be 1300' R and for the aooling air ,"' is assume8 to be 
900' R. The refereme values &re arbitrary, but &re eeleoted, t o  be 
ae near the middle of the probable range of values &a poseible. The 
data required for the numerical example &re aer follows$ 
o.oooQ1 (sq ft) 
0.000194 (sa ft) 
0.3 (ft) 
0.00668 (ft) 
0,0065 
0,0043.7 Btu/(seo) (ft) (%) 
0.657fi0'5 Bttz/(seo) (ft) (9) 
O.82fiOD5 Btu/(sec) (f't) (9) 
0.0055 (ft;) 
0.2505 (f't) 
0.1295 (ft) 
0,262 (ft) 
0.0050 (ft) 
0 a876 
5000 (lb/sq f't) 
EACA RM E5OEO4 21 
?F 
E 
W 
A 
so00 (lb/aq ft) 
53.3 (ft-lb)/(lb) (OR> 
1.U7 (fi) 
1300° R 
900' R 
160' R 
838 ( f't/aeo ) 
0.01689 (lb/sec) 
0.9 
O.558dOg6 elng/(ft) (eeo) 
0.695fi0'6 slug/(ft)(aec) 
0.0025 (ft) 
0 796 radians/(eeo) 
In eva luat ing  the gaa properties, a fuel-afr ratio of 0.02 and 
a hydzogen-carbon ratio of 0.186 were 
22 WCA FM E O E O 4  
- - Pex 5000 
pgpw (32 -17) (53.3) (1300) =-=  = 0.00224 (elug/~~ ?X) 
E, = 0.75 (KO) 0053 (s ) l I 3  = (0.75)(225,000) (0.876) = 451 g,w 
E&J0 - (O.W34)(0.262) = 0.01162 
calatlation of EL w, iLp, and 1 + X. - ~n the u d c d t i o n  of 
&,w, the reference tot& temperature T" e q d   t o  90' R l e  
employed because the velooity in the correlation equation (35) i e  
base& on the density evaluteU.  a t  the total temperature. AB before, 
the refereme values of the blade d2menaiane &re those at 
. 
. 
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(0.01689)(0.00668) 
(0.00041) (32 J 7 )  (0.55ax10‘6) 
= 15,330 
Kik 
I  = j a  *38’ (00657 x 10-5) P 0.04168 Btu/(sec) (sq ft} (9) 
=h 0.00668 
- - 0.56 900 0.56 
H i y n  = H i  (g) = 0.04168 (-) = 0.03393 BtU/(8eC)(8q f%)(%) 
1300 ’ 
cp =d2k:;w (2)(0.03393) = 80.70 
(0.0O4l68)(0.0025) 
P 0.03393 ( 80.70 tanh 0m4439 = 0.06935 Btu/(sec)(sq f%) (9) 0,0050 +0.0025 
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column 3 mmt be assumed at first . If column 26 (in a subsequent 
Part; of the table) i e  widely different, the CealaUlatiOn m u s t  be 
repeated with.& reviaed value of 1 + X i n  column 3 . The table 
8 h m  the fid calculation d r .  
1 4 3 2 
Qana 
x 0  fig. 9 
(0 -1) 
7 
-05 
2.552 1781 -90 
2.534 1847 -80 
2.484 1911 .70 
2.442 1971 -60 
2,325 2029 -50 
2.273 2080 .BO 
2.203 2103 -35 
2.141 2124 .30 
2.080 2 x 5  ,25 
2.001 2117 .20 
1.922 2073 -15 
1.825 2020 ,lo 
1.762 1965 
1.00 17ll -2.56c) 
e 
1352 
1497 
1667 
19ll 
2119 
2306 
2423 
2530 
264a 
2688 
2842 
2 836 
2833 
2764 
2 669 
5 1 6  
hTfbe 
T e  
Sl52.2 
+Te 
3663 1014.8 
3564 1033.6 
3475 1052.3 
3377 1071 .O 
3209 1089.6 
3018 U07.0 
2790 1123.1 
2636 1139.3 
2504 
977.1 36s 
939.3 3781 
900.5  3137 
860.6 3694 
820.6 3585 
779.7 3449 
t 
TB 
1466 
1496 
1529 
1570 
1604 
1624 
1623 
1618 
1612 
1576 
1548 
1504 
1458 
1405 
1347 
8 1  9 
3 . 887 
-869 
.e50 
0828 
.810 
,800 
0801 . 803 
-806 
.825 
0 8 4 0  
.864 
.892 . 925 
-965 
0.976 
-972 
0960 
.963 . 959 
.956 
,956 . 957 
-958 
.962 
-966 
-971 
.977 
.985 . 993 
10 t ll 
Columns 12 through 25 in the foll&ng table constitute the ccmputa- 
ti& echeaule f o r  determining Q z i  according to equations (37) 
and (38) . In order to initiate the calculation of 1 + A, a trial 
vane  of h at station 0 uae estimated as f ollm : 
The first line (7 = 0) wae then ccmpleted Kith the aid of c o l -  
umns 27 to 45 ( in  a Bu‘bseqnent past of the table) and the e a t h a t &  
value of A m a  checked. If a value of A differing  substantially 
fram h = 0.74 had been obtained, the cautptations of the first 
l ine i n  the table would have been repeated. O n e  repetition is 
usually sufffcient. The trial value for h in the second line 
(y = 0.05) ier eetimated aa foUxrws t 
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T r i a l  values of h f o r  %he third and the following llnes mag be 
estimated by noting  the t rend h takes. 
The value8 of 5, (column 5) &re obtained by subtracting the 
value 
(1-A) T"$ 
(column 30) frcan T" (column 44) ~ E I  i n  equation (8) . The pertinent 
values of hte were found in t ab l e  I. The operations t o  be per- 
formed in the remainder of the  caputational schedule may be deter- 
mined from the column headings. 
0 
.OS 
1.289 
1.213 -20 
1.233 .15 
1.252 .lo 
1.27l 
.30 1.171 
.35 1.150 
-40 1.129 
.SO 1.087 
-60 1.044 
.70 
,912 0 9 0  
.957 -80 
1.001 
1.00 .867 
025 1.192 
1 . 093 
1.088 
1.082 
1.076 
1.070 
1.063 
1 .OS7 
1 . o s  
1.043 
1.030 
1.015 
1 .ooo 
-985 . 968 
.951 
14 
0.967 
.962 
.956 ' 
.949 . 943 
t939 . 940 
.940 . 941 . 948 
.952 . 960 
.968 
-978 
0990 
15 16 17 
Gi VLf 
0.759 0.3561 
. 8 l l  -3724 
.834 .3780 
-879 .3895 
.900 .3969 
-922 .4040 
;939 . a 9 1  
.973 .4217 
1.008 -4324 
1.035 .M10 
1.057 .4474 
1.082 .4%7 
1.096 ,4580 
a786 m3652 
,857  ,3838 
t m h  CpLf 
0.9418 . 3498 
.3 561 
.3610 
-3660 
.3709 
.3773 
-3834 
.3984 
.4073 . 4145 
.4198 
-4258 
.42 85 
.3a77 
. 
q+j- 2 tanhcpLf 
CP 
120.3 
L13.4 
107.3 
101.3 
96.7 
92.3 
89.2 
86.1 
03.3 
78.8 
74.8 
71.5 
66.5 
M.8 
68.6 
~ 
Cp 
0 . 00568 
.00617 
.00664 
.00713 
.a3757 
.00804 
.00846 
.00891 , . 00931 . 01011 
.01089 
.Oll59 
.OX224 . 01281 
0132 3 
I 
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I 
1 
Y 
0 . 05 
-10 
.15 
020 
025 
.30 . 35 
.40 
0 5 0  
.60 . 7 0  . 80 
90 
1.00 
20 I 21 
@ +  AL 
1.0050 * 
1.01068 
.729 . O U 7  
0 -697 
,851 .01304 
,820 .01257 
. 791 ,01213 .759 .ou64 
1.189 ,01823 
1 J.62 .01780 
1.125 .01724 
1.082 .01659 
1.037 ,01589 
-986 .0151l 
.933 .01431 
. 909 . 01391 -878 .OW46 
22 
9 0.56 
0 . 935 
0924 . 913 
,900 
m889 
0883 
a 8 8 3  
.884 
-886 . 898 
-907 . 921 . 938 . 957 
980 
23 
8 O o 7  
1.194 
1.183 
1.170 
1 .E58 
1.145 
1.131 
1 *u7 
1 ,103 
1.089 
1,060 
1,031 
1,001 . 970 . 938 
.go5 
24 I 25 I 26 
Gf 
1.781 
1,613 
1.480 
2.365 
1 a 2 8 4  
1.207 . 
1 2 4 6  
1 .loo 
1 .os9 
1,003 
,967 . 953 . 946 
, 965 
.988 
w t  
0 OX45 
m o l l 5 4  
.01078 
,010u. 
.00963 
.Oo921 
.00891 
-00874 
.00856 
.00845 
0 0 0 8 4 2  .00854 
.OO870 
.00904 
,00936 
1 +  x 
1 . 687 
1.759 
1.630 
1.909 
1.975 
2 -048 
2 . l l 3  
2 -167 
2.227 
2 -315 
2.395 
2.459 
2.511 
2 0542 
2.576 
c 
. 
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Solution fo r  total-temperature dietributfon of oooling air. - 
The computational echedule for solving eqqation ( 8 )  f o r  dT"/dy is 
given in cdlumns 27 t o  35.. 
1 27 
1-0 
Y 
1-Y 
0 1.00 
-05 .95 
010 *so 
-15 .85 
-20 .80 
.25 .75 
-30 .70 
-35 .65 
.50 .SO 
.60 -40 
.70 -30 
-80 -20 
-90 .lo 
1.00 0 
28 
Fig. 4 
cP 
3.2535 
,2530 
.2524 
-2520 
.25U. 
-2506 
.2 501 
.2495 
.2490 
.2478 
-2470 
.246l 
-2452 
,2443 
-2435 
29 
3.10 - 7-1 M2 2 
I. + 9." 
0.00678 
-00463 
.0035O 
-00274 
-00223 
.00185 
-00157 
0 0 0 1 3 4  
.OOll6 
.00089 
.00071 
.00058 
.00049 . 00043 
.00038 
I " a e  Tg, e q e  
7 09 758 
5.3 82 6 
3.9 897 
3 -0 967 
2 04 1029 
2 -0 1067 
1.4 1074 
1 -2 1071 ' 
09 1060 
07 1042 
05 1023 
.4 999 , 
-4 974 
03 946 
1.7 107 6 
32 33 
269.1  9.0 
308.7 8 -1 
328.1 7 07 
346 .O 7 03 
356 -3 6.8 
358.7  6.4 
359.8 5.9 
360.2 5.5 
364 -6 4.6 
367.6 3 07 
369 -3 2.8  
378.9 1.9 
388.3 .9 
395 -1 0 
288.8 8.6 
-. 
. .  
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Columna 35 to 38 conetitute a difference table f o r  dTn/dy. An 
effuatian eim5lar to equation (24), but written for T", ie solved 
in columns 39 to 44. for T"n+l - 
1 
7 
0 
05 
.lo 
020 
.25 
0 3 0  
035 
o 40 
50 
e 6 0  
.70 .80 . 90 
1.00 
15 
!E 
34 
33 05 
33 05 
33.6 
33.7 
33.8 
33.8 
33 09 
34 .O 
34 01 
34 02 
34.5 
34.6 
34.8 
3403 
3407 
- 
dT" 
dY 
312 
331 
350 
370 
387 
397 
399 
400 
400 
403 
406 
407 
415 
424 
430 
I 
-
36 
4-  $) 
19 
19 
20 
17 
10 
2 
1 
0 
3 
3 
1 
8 
9 
6 
0 
+1 
-3 
-7 
-8 
-1 
-1 
3 
0 
-2 
7 
1 
-3 
38 
A3(- $1 
+1 
-4 
-4 
-1 
+7 
0 
+4 
-3 
-2 
t9 
-6 
-4 
39 
- @ 
2 
*1 -- 
2 
-10 
-3.0 
-10 
-9 
-5 
-1 
0 
, o  
-2 
-1 
-1 
-4 
-5 
-3 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
1 
Y 
0 
05 
.10 
015 
-20 
-25 . 30 
a 3 5  
40 
50 
60 
70 
.80 
90 
1.00 
41 
I Q 
24 
A3 " 
24 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
321 
3 0  
360 
392 
398 
400 
400 
401 
405 
406 
411 
419 
42 7 
378 
- AT" 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
20 
20 
20 
Bo 
40 
41 
41 
42 
43 
44 
T" 
1160 
1144 
1127 
1109 
1090 
1070 
1050 
1030 
1010 
970 
930 
889 
848 
806 
763 
45 
1 dT" "-
T" dy 
0 -269 
.2 89 
.311 
334 . 355 
-371 
.380 . 388 
-396 
-415 
.437 
458 
-489 
-526 
-561. 
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*R 
0 
2.5220  1.2605 .03 
2.3428 1.2632 .02 2.1626  1.2659 .01 
1.9799 1.2686 
.OS 1.2552 2.8872 
.O6 1,2525 3.0665 
-07 
3.6454 1.2444 .09 3.4536 3.2411 0 0 8  
3.2630 1,2498 
4.0462 1.2391 .U. 3.8545 1.2417 .lo 
1,2337 4.4563 
.14 1.2310 4.6145 
.15 1.2285 4.8852 
-25 1.2015 7.2632 
030 1.1880 8.6378 
,35 1.1746  10.075 
0 4 0  1.1612 u.629 
-50 1oI-343 15.081 .60 1.1074 18.945 
.80 1.0537  27.948 
.90 1.0269 32 .I55 
1.00 1.0000 35.336 
0 0 4  2.7045 1,2579 
0 1 2  4,2534 1.2364 
020 6.0261 1.2149 
070 23 0173 1.0806 
48 
247.73 
9 
0.536 
0586
0635 
.m. 735 . 785 
0 834 . 888 
,941 
,994 
1,052 
1 .lo5 
.1 JW 
1.219 
1.280 
12x0  
10664 
2.020 
2.421 
2.846 
3 0312 
40368 
5.588 
6.977 
8.602 
LO ,148 
u 0471 
49 Rz 
Dh 
3.00440 
.#a5 
.OO450 
.00455 
, .00$60 
.OO465 
,00470 
,00475 
.004&0 
000485 
.00490 
,00495 
.00500 
cIO!35 
.00510 
.00540 
-00564 
.00587 
,00610 
.00631 
' 000668 
.00695 
.00730 
. m 7 u  . 00749 
000515 
000135 
50 
4fb - 
Dh 
1.773 
1.753 
1 . 733 
1 . 714 
1.696 
1.677 
1.660 
1.642 
1.625 
1 . 608 
1.592 
1.576 
1.560 
1.545 
1.529 
1 . a 5  
1.444 
1.383 
1.329 
1.279 
1.236 
1.168 
1.122 
1 . 091 
1.068 
1.053 
1.041 
1.237 
1.167 
1.098 
1,030 
,961 
0 892 
,826 . 754 
0 684 
. a 4  
9 5 4 0  
.471 . 397 
-326 
0249 
-175 - .220 - ,637 - 1.092 - 1.567 - 2.076 - 3.200 - 4.466, - 5.886 - 7.534 - 9.095 
-10 0430 
1d.A 
A d g  
2 -20 
~ 2.174 
2.130 
2 .om 
2.030 
2 .m 
1.955 
1.920 
1,880 
1,848 
1.820 
1,786 
I. 750 
1 . 718 
1.692 
1 .66l 
1.531 
1.425 
1.325 
1.240 
1.170 ' 
1.050 
.940 
0809 
-660 
0490 
0254 
"
53 
Table I 
L.r 
1.0834 . 89586 
-76158 . 66047 
.58025 
.SI628 
.46516 
,41886 
.38191 
,35029 
.32107 
.29805 
,27652 
.25812 
.24079 
. .22603 
.16923 
-13255 
.lo663 
.08842 
-01458 
.05528 
.04283 
003434 
.Q2806 
.02417 
.02186 
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-0.2 914 
= 2 4 4 6  - .2110 - .1856 - .1654 
= 2492 
= 0 1 3 6 5  
= .Ll54 - .I247 - .lo78 
= .0999 - ,0941 
,0885 - .Om8 - .0793 - .0755 - 00601 - .0492 - 00405 - ,0343 - ,0295 
= .0229 - .0187 - 00157 - .0137 - .0127 - -0123 
4 . 4 7 1  - .?x5 
= 026l - .201 - 0156 - 0123 - .098 - ,076 - .O6O - .040 - 0037 - .029 - 0021 - 8016 - .o l l  - .007 
e 0 0 5  
0 010 
0 0 1 2  
.012 
.011 
.010 
.008 
.007 
.013 
0007 
0006 
-3.248 
-2.609 
-2.233 
-1 . 936 
-1 696 
-1,515 
-1.371 
-1,219 
-1 -103 
-1.008 - .921 - .848 - ,779 - -720 - .668 - 0620 - .443 - .331 - -253 - .199 - .la - ,109 - -076 - .053 - .036 - 0023 - 0011 
aM2 as 
-4 0006 
-3.199 
-2.705 
-2.323 
-2.017 
-1.787 
-1.606 
-1.420 
-1.278 
-1.163 
-1.058 - .971 - .889 - -820 - a758 - .703 - .498 - .370 - .282 - 220 - 2 7 9  - .E1 - -085 - 0061 
- 0029 - .017 
- 0043 
60 
aM2 *l - ay 
1 
0 . 807 
.494 
0382 
.306 
.230 
0181 
-186 
.142 
o u 5  
.lo5 
.087 
0 082 
069 
.062 
0 055 
.205 
0128 
.oaa 
.O62 
.041 
.OS8 
036 
.018 
014 
,012 
0024 
. 
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Columns 59 to 62 canrstikute & difference table. Squatian (24) 
is solved for sn+1 in colurmm 63 to 68; the column headings 
indicate the required d o u l a t f o n s .  
1 6 1  
= a $  
A2 as 
0 
.01 
.02 
- .ll2 -03 
-0.313 
- .076 -04 
-05 - .076 
-06 - -049 
.07 .om 
.08 - .044 
.09 - .m7 
.lo - .010 .ll - .018 
.12 - .005 
2 3  - .Ol3 
.14 - .007 
.15 - .150 .20 - .007 
- .004 .so - ,006 -80 
- .OX2 -70 - .022 .60 
- .045 .50 - .m .40 
- .026 .35 - . O M  .30 
- .077 -25 
1.00 - .002 
0.201 
.036 - .ooo - .027 
.OS4 - .049 
.017 
.017 - .008 
.OX - .008 
.006 .Oo 
.224 
.073 
.037 
.014 
.068 
. a 3  
-010 
.006 
.002 .002 
63 64 
- - 
2 12 
*l A2 
" " 
2 12 
-0 .a 
- .247 
.009 - 291 
0.026 
.MI6 - -153 - .115 .006 - .091 ,CQQ - .093 0 - .071 .ooP - . o s  
.w1 - .053 .002 
0 - ,006 0 - .007 
.Oo - .w9 .ool - .ox2 
.OM - .018 . O M  - .029 
.OM - .02l .002 - .03l 
.003 - . O M  .006 - .064 
.ol3 - .lo3 0 - .028 
.Wl - .03l .001 - .035 
0 - -042 .002 - .w 
24 
A3 
" 
24 
-0.008 
- .002 
.001 - .m .002 - 0001 - .m 
- -001 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 - .009 - ,003 - ,002 - .001 
- .003 - .001 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
66 I 67 
-3.EU3 -0.03603 
-3.535 - .03567 
-2.978 - .02978 
-2.936 - A2933 
-2.m - .02513 
-2.507 - .02512 
-2.166 - .02166 
-1.896 - .01896 
-1.692 - ,01692 
-1.515 - .0195 
-1.343 - . O m 3  
-1.220 - .ox220 
-1.m - . O l l l l  
-1.013 - -01013 - -930 - .00930 - ,854 - .00854 - .788 - .00788 - -730 - .00730 - .597 - .a985 - .43l - .02155 - .325 - .OX25 - .250 - ,01250 - .198 - .00990 - .l49 - .01490 - .lo2 - .0102 - -072 - .0072 - ,050 - ,0050 - .036 - -0036 - .023 - .0023 
68 
&I! 
3.3956 
.3596 
.3599 
.3306 
.3048 
.m55 
3838 
.2648 
.2499 
.2328 
.2194 
.2072 .I361 
.la60 
.1767 
.1682 
.1603 
.1530 
2232 
.lo17 .os55 
.073O 
. O m  
.Ma2 
-0380 
. O W  
.0222 
.0199 
.325?8 
.msa 
69 70 
:om- T r i a l  
n- 
M W  
1.629 0.629 .600 .so0 
.574 .ST5 
.552 .553 
,533 .533 
.5l5 .5l5 
.498 .498 
,482 -483 
.468 .469 
.455 .456 
.e43 .443 
.431 .432 
.420 .e1 
.a0 .4l 
.a .a 
.391 .392 
.351 .352 
.3l9 .320 
.292 .293 
.252 252 
.220 .221 
.195 .197 
.175 .178 
.la .1Q 
249  .15l 
.la .144 
.2z .2n 
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When the differential  equations f o r  the flow in the blade ooola3lt 
passages have been solved for the   total  tempera"e and the  Mach num- 
ber distrilmtione, the pressure8 and the velocities 081.1 readily be 
found f'ram e q u a t i m  (16) and (17), reepectively. The computational 
schedul-e-for obtaining the stat ic-pesrmp and velocity  distributions 
of the oool3.ng air dong the blade co0lebn.t; perage ia a8 follows: 
1 
9 
0 
.05 
010 
.15 
020 
.25 
3 0  . 35 
-40 
.50 
.70 
.80 . 90 
1.00 
60 
M 1 Tn 0.629 1160 
,515 
1090 ,351 
1109 -391 
1127 .443 
1144 
763 -141 
806  .149 
848 ,161 
889 ,175 
930 .195 
970 .220 
1010 -252 
1030 ,272 
1050 .292 
1070 .319 
73 
1 + 0.185 a2. 
1 + -  Y-1 M2 2 
1.0732 
1.0491 
1.0363 
1.0284 
1.0229 
1 e0189 
1 0159 
1.0137 
1 .OU8 
1.0090 
1.0072 
1 0059 
1.0049 
1 0042 
1.0038 
I A m  t 0.000194 
.000215 
.000236 
.000259 
.OW2 81 
,000303 
,000324 
.000346 
.000367 
.OW409 
.000451 
,000491 
.000530 
,000562 
.000590 
- 
A 
1*oOo 
& 
. 9023 
.8220 
.7490 
-6904 
-6403 
.5988 
-5607 
. .5286 
04743 
.4302 
-395 
.3660 
.3452 
.3288 
- " 
. .  
.. 
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1 
B 
0 
05 
e 1 0  
.15 
020 
025 
30 . 35 
-40 
e 5 0  
0 6 0  
70 . 80 . 90 
1.00 
76 
+E 
Fch 
1 .ooo 
1.221 
1.420 
1.609 
1.792 
1.972 
2,154 
2 313 
2.496 
2 . 859 
3 ,226 
3.594 
3.907 
4.221 
4,461 
d m  
1.0000 . 9931 
.9856 
,9778 
-96% 
, 9604 . 9514 
-9422 
, 9331 . 914A 
,8954 
-8754 
0 8 5 5 0  . 8335 
,8110 
Y 
78 
1 + +Q 
1 + 9." 
1 .ooo 
1.023 
1.036 
1,044 
1.049 
1.053 
1.057 
1.059 
1 . o a  
1.066 
1.067 
1.068 
1.069 
I .069 
, 1,064 
1 .om 
1.011 
I .018 
1.022 
1.024 
1 -026 
1.028 
1.029 
3.030 
1.032 
1.032 
1 A33 
1.033 
I. 034 
1.034 
p/py 
1.000 
1 .I06 
1.171 
1.204 
1.228 
1.244 
1.261 
1.257 
1,268 
1.280 
1,282 
1 ,284 
1.263 
1.256 
1.230 
WbT 
1.000 
-8223 
.7066 
.62U . 5539 
04997 
04541 
-4192 
.3851 
, 3301 
,2864 
,2516 
-22 61 
02042 
.la80 
The variatians in static pcesa~re, t o t a l  t e m p e r a h r e ,  Mach 
nuniber, and velocity of the coolant frm the t i p   t o  the root of the 
blade ooolant passage, as obtained in the numerical example, are 
presented in figure 7 .  
. 
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Trapeation shows that the energy equation ( 8 )  can be redwed 
to the form of a linear equation of +he firat degree with uonstant 
uoefficients by the f o l l d n g  simplifioatians: 
1 neglect the term (1-n) IE, whioh 16 u0Ud.u h S 6  than 
2 peroent of' nnitf. 
2. Use mean constant values for the coeff ioients of Tg,=# T " 
Under thew con&itions the solution of equation ( 8 )  is (appen- 
1 - Y ,  anti for tbe last term. 
dix  B) 
J O  
where  
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T" = T", 
in equation (40) . T-, 
Three solutions have been .preen%& for the energy equation (81, 
whereas only an open-form solutfon has been .preentea for the momentum 
equation ( 9 ) .  A discussion of the three solutions  for the energy 
equation aa a w e d  t o  the n a r f c a l  e3canrple follaws: 
Solution A. - The ene- equation ( 8 )  W&B solved nnmerfcally 
and slmnltaneously with the mcmentum equatioa to obt8.5~ the dis- 
tr$bution of T" along the blade c " b  passage. When such a 
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eolution was employed in the numerioal example, the following par- 
ameters, which depend on the blade geometry, were allowed t o  vary  
wfth y: A, %, 2, and Lf, as specified by figures 3(a), 3(b), 
3 ( 0 ) ,  and 3(d), respectively. ~n addition, the d t s t r i b u t m  of 
v& Tg,e specified An ffgures 3(f) and 3(g) were assumed. 
The variation of aP u i t h  temperature was also taken into aocaunt. 
Solution B. - A solution  for the energy equation in  which all 
the parameters dependent on the geometry of the blade were aeeumed 
constant ad. equal t o  the respective values at midspan (y = 0.5) is 
presented in equation (39) . ~n average d u e  of W/G" waa employed 
and the heat-tranerfer coefficients were evaluated at an asmm=d 
average blade+&xCL temperature, whlch w a ~  l a t e r  checked. The varia- 
tion in Tg,e along the span as specified in figure 3(g) was used 
Solution C. - The energy equation m y  be solved with equa- 
t ion 740) by assuming all parameters, including TgYe, oonstant and 
equal t o  their respective mean valuee. For the pupoee of campring 
results with the numerical example of %hie report, the integrated 
man value Tg,= = 1967O R given i n  figure 3(g) was used . 
Cmparison of Three Met- of Solution 
Solutions of the energy equation in the three forms (eqaa- 
tiom ( 8 ) ,  ( 3 9 ) ,  and (40)) were cetlculated by usiug the values of 
the parameters listed f o r  the nnmerfod example. E r r o r e  in the 
oalculation of the cooling-air total temperature obtained by o m -  
paring solutione A, B, R R ~  C axe presented in  figure 8(a). The 
three distributione agree reasonably well, althcugh average values 
of oertain parameters were employed in solutione B and C. The m83- 
imum deviations fram the values of T" obtained from solution A are 
RS f O u O W 8  : 
For 80lu'tiOII C, the valuee of T" agree olosely u i t h  the valuee 
obtained fram solution A exoefi near the root of the blade. Inasmuch 
. 
. 
. 
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&EI Tn affects the values of M, p, and W, Mber comparisons 
w S L l  be made employing solution C, i n  which the largest de t i a t im  in  
T" OC-. 
Varfations in My p, TWy and W obtained frm solution A and 
equations (9), (16), ardL (17) a.z% shown fn figure 7 . S D r  computa- 
tiam were made for soluticn C; these cmpta t ions  m e &  quite 
closely with the values in figure 7 ,  Ffgure 8 s h m  the percentage 
errors dne t o  the m e  of the sh-plified energg eqnettion in  solution C. 
The maxiEun percentage deviatione i n  two rat ios  between solution A 
Md solution c are 
The mxlmum errors are thus approximately 2 percent. 
Blade44etal Temperature Distribution 
The bladeime.t;al tempelzature distribution obtained from solution A 
is presented i n  figure 9. Far cornprison, plots  of Tg, e and T" 
are shown ' in the same figure. NO attempt m3 to account for tk 
effect on TB of heat conduotian t o  the rim, but the region of appre- 
clable influenoe is iradicated. Also sham i n  figure 9 are t w o  approx- 
imate distributions of the blade temperature obtained f r o m  the equation 
Tg =A* 
+ T" 
In one of these plot8 of Tg, a canetant mean d u e  of x was used. 
In the second of these plots,  A was canaidered t o  vary only wi th '  
the change in g e e t r i o  configuration of the blade along the span 
and is given -by the  following  equation: 
x = -  i; 
Gf 
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In  both cases, the values of T" obtained from solution C and the 
values Of Tg,e shown in figure 9 were ueed. 
I n  the case of a constant man value for A, the agreement i n  
with solution A fs rather poor near the t i p  of tb  blade. At the 
t i p  of the blade, the- constant d u e  of X caused a deviation in TB 
of 9 percent Frvnn the value obtained from solution A; the maximum 
value of TB deviated fram the maxinnun value of Q from solution A 
by 4 percent . 
I n  the case of a variable X, rather close agreement was 
obtained between the approximate value of TB and the value 
obtained in solntion A. At the maximLM values of TB, the devia- 
t ion f o r  a variable h I s  1 percent. 
Conclusions Based cm Numerical Example 
The numericd example presented suggests the following conclu- 
si- : 
1. Solution C may be employed with reasonable accuracy fn the 
cmpxtation of the dietributiom of T", Bi, W, and p in the blade 
coolast passage . . .  . " _  
2 . Solution A ahauld be employed f o r  a close dietribution of TB 
alq the blade coolant palssage. 
3. In order t o  estimate values of TB, solution C may be 
employed in  conjunction with a d u e  of A that is allowed t o  vary 
according to the variation in blade gecenetry. 
The m r i c a l  example ohosen l a  rather an extreme case i n  that 
the flow-area variation was about 300 percent along the coolant p a -  
sage; t h i s  value is larger than l ikely f o r  a practical cooled blade. 
In most c&eee, the variation8 along the span would be lese than f o r  
t h i e  example and the differencee between,the approximate mrvee 
(obtained by using oonetant mean valued emd the more exact curves 
(obtained by using valuee that are allowed t o  vary along the span) 
would therefore be emaller . 
Effect of Errors i n  Ptriction an8 Heat-.Transfer Coefficients 
The use of rean constant values for the coefficients of the 
variables T and y in the working equation ( 8 )  has preBiausly 
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The effect of changes in the values of these constants on the 
conrputed pressure r a t i o  has been studied by meane of additional 
unpublished calculations f o r  constant flow area; the change8 due t o  
the other factors could thus be evaluated. 
Uder these conditione, the influence of the  friction  coeffi- 
cient (appendix J) m a  found to depend markedly 011 the Mach number 
at the  t ip.  For example, in  one 0888 for which the eri t  Mach m b e r  
was approximately 0.4, a chebnge of 30 peroent fn the f r ic t im  coef f i -  
cient produced a ohange of only 8.0 percent in the pres- r a t i o  &/e. A t  an e x f t  Mach pumber of approxbately 0.8, an 8-percent 
change In the friction  coefficient produced a change in   the pressure 
r a t i o  of abmt 17 percent. The pres- r a t io  i a  t h e  abaut six 
times as sensitive t o  variations in the friction  coefficient at a 
Mach nmiber of 0.8 as st 8 Maoh  nu&er of 0.4. 
The effects of variation fn Mach lltzmber on the heat-transfer 
coefficient are the reverae of those noted for  the fr ic t ion  coeffi- 
cient; that is, at the low Mach nunibere, ohanges in the heat-transfer 
coefficient have a greater relative,  Influence on the pressure ratio 
than at the high Mach lruadbers. Because changes in the heat-transfer 
rate  produoe changes i n  both the energy and maentum eqnatiazis, the 
hat- t ransfer  rate affects the temperature distributian. 
T k  equations were reccqmted for an exi t  Mach number of 0.4 
vith  the lnsfde heat-transfer coefficient changed 10 percent . A 
change in  pressnre r a t i o  of 0.4 percent was obtained. The pressure 
ra t io  is thus fairly inaenaitive to ohanges i n  the heat-transfer 
coefficient. In a hollow blade without fins, variation8 in the heat- 
transfer  ooeffioient would be elightly more influential; 8 lO-pement 
change in  the  heat-tranefer  coefficient w m l d  effect a change in   the 
pressure ratio of 0.9 percent. 
The effects of area change, mlJ- friction, k a t  tranefer, and 
rotation on the air flow in  the coolant passage of a hollow turbine 
blade were investfgated. Special forms of  the differential equatione 
for  the  canservation of energy and mcmrentum were derived From the 
equation of etate,  the  continuity  eqwtim, and the general fonne 
of the energy and mormenttun equations. The dif'ferential energy equa- 
t ion W ~ L B  developed in  terms of the c&t total tempershule and the 
passage looation; the differential mcanentum equation waa developed i n  
terms of the ooolebnt Maoh amber and the paeaqp location. 
A n-merimJ method was devise& f o r  salvlag these two differen- 
tial equations eimultaneauely under the'general cunditions that all 
the coefficients in  the equations could be azbi t rar i ly  varied along 
the coolant pssagej the math& ala0 permlte qing the combustion- 
gas effeotive temperature and relcttive velocity ut   the entranue t o  
the rotor. Equation8 were derived for calculating the etatic pres- 
sure and the relative velocity of the coolant  direotly fraan the solu- 
tions of the differential equatione. 
A sbpl-Lfied 8 0 l U t i ~ m  of the energy equation was obtained in  
whioh mean oanetant values were wed for the coefficients of the 
parieLblels I! and y BO that the eolatian could be given in a 
8bnpI-e dosed fonn. 
Tables of the pertinent Mach 11zzIlBber ftladione previanely pub- 
lished were extended so as t o  ino1ud.e ELXI. the required funationa of 
Maoh rmmber, a d e r  interval in  W h  e e r ,  and valaes of the 
r a t i o  of epeoific heats equal to 1.37 and 1.40. 
I h m e r i o a l  examplee were s ~ l v e d  by nee of both the general eolu- 
t i a n  of the differential  equations am3 a solution ueing the eimplified 
solation of the energy equation. Plotls of the reaultrr obtained for 
an example solved by tbe two methods i-cate that the simplified 
solution  results i n  dietributianer of the Mach number, s t a t i o  
pressure, total temperature, velmity  re la t ive  to  the blade, and 
static pressare of t?e o o o h t  that &re within 2 ,  peroent of the 
values obtafned frm the m o r e  rigorma general solution. 
The m o s t  p o i s e  values of the blade-metal temperature distribu- 
t ion were obtained from the general solation, which requires the 
s ~ t a n e o u e  numerical solution of .the &ifYerentid equatiw8 for 
tb ooneervation of energy and nicauenhun. The blade+mztal temperature 
distribution may be estimated by using the s-ified solution of 
the energy equation. In  th ie  awe, the r a t i o  of the outside to  the 
fnaide kat-tranefer ooefficient ma w i e b  aouording to the varia- 
tions in the  geamstrical  oonfigaratian only when used i n  the relation 
t" 
P 
(D 
CD 
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f o r  the  blade-metal temperature. The ccdbwtion-gas effective tem- 
peratme distribution wa8 also used in the relatLon for the blade- 
metal temperebture. 
Lewls Flight Propcrlsion Labom%ory, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
X a t i o n a l  Advisory Committee for Aeronautios, 
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Blade sketohes and oonfiguratione are shown in figme 1 with the 
pertinent symbols indicated. 
When cp, My p, Re, T, 7, p, a d  p appear without m b -  
scripts, the fluid inside the passage ie referred to. The mbscript 
g is  employed to designate the oolnbuetian w e  flaring outside the 
blade. 
The following symbole are ueed in this report : 
A 
AB 
a 
b 
cP 
Dh 
Qfr 
'b 
f 
G 
Gr 
I A  
geometry faotor 
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c 
If 
3 
Lf 
2 
* M  
nl 
B 
Nu 
Pr 
P 
P" 
Q 
R 
function of Mach nupiber and ratio of epecifio heats 
(equation (18)) 
influence  coefficient for term involving .friction 
(equation (13)) 
influence coeffioient for tern fnvolvfng rate of 
temperature change (equation (14) ) 
influence coefficfent for effective temperature 
correction (equation (IO) ) 
nechanical equfvalent of heat, ft, -1bDtn 
perimeter, f't 
Mach number relative to blab ,  #/a 
~ o t a l  pressure with respect t o  rptating paasage, 
lb/sq ft 
heat &de& to coolant, Btu/(lb coolant) 
gas o m t m t ,  ft-lb/(lb) ( O R )  
46 
Re 
r 
T 
T" 
U 
V 
w 
wg 
W 
X 
Y 
a 
B 
5 
rl 
Reynolds number, pDhW/p 
radius, f% 
s t a t i c  tempemture, OR 
tote3 t e m p e r e b t u r e  with  respect to rotating paseage, 
OR 
blade speed., f%/eec 
abeolute velooity, ft/seo 
velocity relative t o  rotating petseage, ft;/sea 
velocity of conibustion gas r e l a t i v e  to blade at 
entranae t o  rotating blades, f"t/seo (See 
f ig .  2(b) .) 
coolant weight f l a t  per blade, Ib/eeo 
r a t io  of speclfio heate 
firert, seoand, and. third bifferences when employed 
with a varfable 
first, seoond, anb third differences for rebaed 
interval 
stator eff iciemy 
. 
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e temperature-ratio faotor 
A 
A 
P 
B 
e 
€?X 
f 
B 
h 
blade (with T denotes average at Mias in question) 
effective 
etator  exit 
fins 
i imide of blade 
L1 
0 
r reduced s i z e  
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DERIVATION OF EXESSY EQU.lOR 
The general form of' the energy equation is (reference 2 )  
49 
The t o t a l  temperam of the cooling air mag be defined as 
c p a ! r n = c p m + d -  2gJ W2 (45) 
and the heat entering the aatelde blade &?me f'rom the hot gas 
e q w e  the heat f l a w i n g  into t k  oooling air through the ins- 
blade surface ao that 
. 
50 
ATg , + I, 
TB = l'+ h 
The substitution of equation (47a) into equation (46) reeults in 
( 4 7 4  
Substitution of equations (44), ( 4 5 ) ,  (48), and (49) into equation (3)  
and div i s ion  of the  resulting equation by cpdr results in t b  
eXpreSSiOn 
The recovery ooefficient is defined a0 
NACA RM E O E O Q  
from whioh 
51 
BO that after algebrafa manipulation equation (52) beacanes 
The replacement of 
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i n  equation (55)  and the substitution of the 8- equation into equa- 
tion (51) resulte in t h e  following form of the energy equation: 
r = r h +  (1 - y )  b (58)  
fraaa which 
The intmducticm of eguatians (58) and (59) into eqnation (57) reaults 
i n  the working form of the energy equation 
C l o s e d - f o ~  8olution of energy eqnuticm H t h  Tg e 88 function 
of g. - In many casea, Ai can be asmmed eqaetl t o  u d t y  in equa- 
tion ( 8 )  Prithout introducing a sizeable error in the r e d k i n g  T" 
iliatributim. If mean d u e s  are then ohosen for the ooefficients, 
equation ( 8 )  may be written in  the fallwing fomr  
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c 
J 
. 
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The integration constant IC may be d e t e d n e d  frm the boundary 
conditione at either end of the blade codant passage. At  the blade 
t ip,  
y = o  
and 
The substitution of these values into equation (39) y i e l b   t h e  follow- 
ing value f o r  the integration constant : 
A t  the blade root 
ana 
T" =L T"h 
80 that the subetitution of these values into equation (39) r e d t e  
in  the follarlng value of the integration constant: 
Closed-form solution of energy equation when Tg,e is aemmed 
constant. - In addition t o  the aearnnption that the paretmeters are 
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canstant and equal to a mean value in equation (go), an unweighted 
integrated me= d u e  of Tg,e (fig. 3 ( g ) )  may be emplqea. Equa- 
tion (39) then becanes 
0 
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The general form of the mc;snentmn eqnation 3.8 (reference ll, 
P* 117) 
In a rotating paseage, Fb is the uentrif'ugal f o m e  as before so that 
The substitution of equations (66)  and (44) into equation (4) I.eeults 
fn the follarlng form of the maglentwn equation8 
Frcrm the definition of Mach nuniber, 
$ - M2a2 
= #7m 
. 
I 
J 
J 
3 
D and 
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The substitution of the expression for p (equatfon (70)) into equa- 
tion ( 6 7 )  yie ld  
or 
Thia reeult m e 8  with equation (9) of reference 1. For a mmerfcal 
solutian, eqaatfan (71) mnet be trebnsfoma i n t o  an equaticrn stmilar 
to equation (19) of reference 1, in  whioh the only unknown quantity 
is 18. TUB eqnation can then be solved for  MZ or M; pressures, 
velocities, densities, and eo forth at any pofnt alaag the passage 
oan then be found by means of eqzlatione (21) to (26) of reference 1. 
In order to make the transformation of equation (71) equa- 
tion (1) IS written in the form 
58 
and differentiated 80 as t o  result in  
A similar operation cm equation (2) yields 
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The subet ikt ion of equation (74) into equation (73) results in 
01 
dW dM 1 dT 
W M 2 T  + - -  - = -  (77) 
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The mbatiktion of the equations (75) to  (77) into equation (72) 
yielh 
. 
or 
which when logaritthmioally differentiated reaults fn 
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If in equatfon (69) both sides are multiplied by 1/2 and the 
value of T ie replaced.by Its  equivalent f r a n  equation (W), the 
following relation results: 
The sUb8titution of the value of $/2 . f r o a n  equation (83) i n t o  
equation (82) ylelda the following mmlte when both sides are mul- 
tiplied. by M2, &e in reference 7 .  
(1 = MZ) T" ' 
(1 - pr2) 7m" Mz J 
(I - M2) A 
In order t o  oanvert r to a d3mensionl 
vextent t o  Bubriltitute 
.eee quantity, it I .a oon- 
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If = 1 -M2 
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The value of the Maoh nupber at ths owlant-passage exit is 
detemnined frcan the corrbiuuity- equa.tfan (2) written in the form: 
and the definition of the Mach number 
The elimination of $ fKlan equations (85) and ( 8 6 )  results in 
The value of p f h m  equation (1) ie then introduoed into equa- 
t im (87) 80 that 
F W l y ,  the value of T f’rm eqmtion (80)  is introduoed Into 
equation (88)  with the nault that 
The Value of the t i p  Mach number oorreeponding t o  the right aide of 
equation (18) oan be determined from table I. 
. 
. 
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A lhited amount of data exists on the catside  'heat-transfer 
ooeffioients for impdee turbine bladee,. A series of investigations 
was therefore oonduoted with hat air  ( S O o  P) flowing acrosa cooled. 
blades. The blades were of the sgnmEtrioal impulee tspe arranged in 
a straight static casoade, 
Theory indicates (reference 18) that in order t o  correlate heat- 
transfer data the temperature r a t i o  TB/T muflt be imluded a6 one of 
the  dheneianless parameters with Nu, Re, and Pr. The previcusly 
mentioned experimental data were faund to comelate on the basis of 
the wall temperature; equation (3) fs the relatian recammended frena 
the data. The data, which included the range 2 X lo4 < Re < lo5, 
may not apply under oonditions differing uidely.fran those inves- 
tigated. 
In  equation ( X ) ,  the fluid properties are based on TB, the 
value of whioh muat be assumed i n  order to iaitiate the comprbations. 
The velooity Wg and tbe densits pg,w are determined a t  the rotor 
entrance. The value of Wg ia obtained frcon equation (102) and the 
vdue of' p g W  56 obtained frcaa the rekbiOn 
The value of pa,., uti l ize& in equation (30) is the outside prim- 
e ter  of the blade divided by st. The variatian of p, along the 
blade is neglected because it is Bmall cmprea with the  variation 
of !rB* 
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No data exist  for the  correlation of the  heat-tmnafer coef- 
ficient on the inside of rotating turbine blades. The preUiation of 
the inside heat3mmafer coefficients must therefore be acomplished 
by the modifioabion of correlatione for heat transfer  fn pipes. 
Like the friction coefficient, the imide heat-transfer ooef- 
fiuient is a f"tian of the  dietame frcan the entranoe t o  the 
paseage in the region of nonstabflized flaw. Variatione of the 
coolant-passage inside heat-tranefer ooeffioient, however, affect  
the Mach number distribution as cedcnletted. f'rom equation (9) much 
less than f;  the variations of the  imide heat-tramfer coeffioient 
due t o  entmnce effects are therefore neglected herein. 
The di~nensio~iless analyf3ie of the inside heat-tmmfer coeffi- 
cient  for foroed conveotim indicatee that the Russelt and Grashuf 
llumbere, among other dimeneionless numbere, are related. The Clrashof 
number i e  defined 88 
Beoause the  acceleration 02r appear€! i n  Gr ,  t h i s  dimzneionless 
parameter m y  pove   t o  have a significant  effeut on the imide heat- 
transfer coefficient fo r  a rotating gaseage. In stationary pas- 
sages, the effect of' Gr on Nu is neglected where the acceleration 
is g. In the rotating passage, however, the  aoceleration 02r is 
from 10,000 t o  50,000 g. No reliable correlatione of the imide 
heat-tramfer coefficfent for forced oonvection that include Gr 
exist. The effeut of Gr on the inside heat-tranefer coefficient 
is therefore neglected herein. In  the numerical example, a numerical 
eetimate indicated that the free omvection airspeeds associated wi th  
the Grashof number effects are lees than 10 percent of those asso- 
ciated with the Reynolds number. 
I n  reference l l  (p.  168) the following relation is presented 
for the flow of fluids i n  pipee: 
. 
NU = 0.023 (Refoo8 (Pr)0*4 
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Equation (89)  results in  reasonably accurate values of the inside 
heat-transfer cmDfioients for.heat-exchange e q u i p n t  when the fluid 
properties fn t he  dimensionless nunibera aze evaluated at the f luid 
s t a t i c  temperature. I n  euch equipnt, the  fluid  velmity and the 
difference between the f lu id   s ta t ic  temperat- and the vall tempera- 
ture are usually Rmn.71. If t h i s  temperature difference and the fluid 
velocity are large, as i n  aircraft heat exchanger8 or blade coolant 
paasages, the constants 0.8 and 0.023 fn equation (89) have new value8 
and a different value for  each wall  temperature or each-temperature 
difference. I n  reference 13, a eatiefactory correlation for a range 
of wall temperatures and a correaponding range of temperature differ-  
ences is faund to exist when equation (89) is employed i f  all the . 
fluid gropertie8 exoept W are based on the w a l l  temperature. I n  
addi%ion, it is pointed aut in  reference 13 that the prandtl m e r  
affects the correlation t o  such a RmFh.l. extent that Pr may be neg- 
lecI-,ea i n  the oom&tion. The following relation is theref ore 
recommended for a gag flowing inside a paefxage at  a high velooity 
with a high teqemtme  difference between the effective gas tempera- 
ture and the wall temperature (reference 13) : 
For the present purpee, an equivalent form of equation (35) 
suggested by an author of reference 13 w i l l  be ursed. 
If k a3 TOo8, eqUatiOIlE (35) and (90) will be the . Tcheg W f l l  
be approximately the same Over a moderate temperature range if the 
exponent of T ia between 0.7 and 0.9. 
For a f i m d  blade  (fig. l (d)  ), detennjned f r o a n  equa- 
t ion (35) i e  based on the t o w  heat-tramfer surface (including 
the  fins) and the temperature difference between Te and the 
average of the fin temperatnre and the bla&e tenprature TB . For 
application in the energy equation ( 8 ) ,  it is csonvenient t o  define 
for a finned blade an inside heat-transfer uoefficient q, which 
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is bmed on the heat-tramfer of the equivetlent hollow blade 
(fig. l(b)) and the temperature differenue (!L'B - Te)*  I n  refer- 
e m  14, & relation ie developed between q,v and Ep for flne 
on the outside -face of oircuJsr uylinBer. If in this relation 
the radius of the oylinder ie taken equal to infinity 
When finned blades are being analyzed, Hi l e  replaoeb by H.f in 
the energy equation (e) .i 
The divieion of equation (90) by equation (90) mitten  in  terms 
of reference value0 yields 
In cder to redme this e'quation to  geametry and temperature 
fetotors, the f o l J "  relatima are subetltuted into equation (91) : 
. 
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The eubstitutian yielde 
flrbetiktiaa of eqnation (95 )  into equatiom (36) and (36) 
written for reference values ylelae 
The relation for cp in term of refemme valaes is 
3 -& 
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For many purpose8 a dosed-form solution of the energy equation 
uti l izing mean value8 for all pararpetere mqy be employed In the 
deterplination of the flow ohmcter i s t ios  of the oooling sir i n  
blade O O d l a n t  pgl8B43e8 . In t h i s  appendix a M m e r i O d  exmfle 58 
psente,d in  which a l l .  the blade dbemiops required fn the computa- 
tione are those a t  the miapoint of the blade (y = 0.5) and an 
integrated ~ 8 1 1  value of Tg,e is employed. The data required are 
the earn BB presented in the section Aseumed Conditions f o r  Numerical 
Example. In the preceding numericml example, reference values f o r  
q , w Z o  and h were comguted based on 
X = 1.296 
Thege reference values may be used as a f i r s t  a;?proximation for the 
solution of the energy equation  written in  the form of equation (40). 
The constants for equation (40) are 
. 
ESACA RM =OM14 
d v ( l + ~  =c - ~0.3)(796~2(0.01689) (2.296) K2 = - 
@G,JO (32 -17) (778) (O.Oll62) 
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a , w  2 0  2- 2 
- ~796)2(0.01S89)  (2.296) (0.3 + 1.U-7) I 0.24S(796)2(0.01689)2(2.296)2 
(32 -17 1 (778) (0 , O l l 6 2  1 (32 -17) (778) (0,01162)2 
= 50.4 
K  tu^ . Kg - Tg,= = U6O - 50.4 - 1967 = - 857.4 - 
The trial fona of equation (40) employ3ng the vetluea of the  o m -  
stants just  oamputed La 
T~ = - 857.4 e 0*365 - 25.3 y + 50.4 + 1967  (97 1 
The value 
rewts when y 3: 0.5 i8- snbstitnted into equgbtion (97 )  and the 
correepoding value of 9 ! ~  is 
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Inaemuch as the a s m d  temperatme ?;" and TB do not agree 
with the cmputea temperatures, the  values of G,wTo an& (1 -t x) 
may be recomputed based on the value8 obtained fo r  F" and FB. When 
another trial had been made it was found that if the valnes 
were asaumed for the omputation of the heat-transfer coeffioients, 
the following resnlts were obtaimb: 
1 -t 5; = 2.441 IC = -857.7 
K1 = 0.373 ?' = 972O R 
= -24.9 FB = 1559' R 
Beoauee the onmputed values of ? and F- &greed oloeely with 
the assumed values, the oonstante j u s t  perented were employed in 
equatfon (40) in  order to determine the errore i n  TI" preeented in 
figtlre 8 .  
Ql 
0 
d 
rl 
The diatributlons of My W, end p along the blade coolant 
paesage were cmputed in  t h e  same manner as in  the foregoing numer- 
ical example. 
. 
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The effective temperature T, is defined. aS the tempem*- a 
b e  w c ~ l d  asstam= with no ha% tranafer to or f r o m  it if the b d y  
were placed in a high-velooity S t r e a m  with the StStiO T -  
The value of Te is apppOamate~ T + O.S(T" - T) 
no relation hae heretofore been preaented fcrr obtaining Fg,= 
when only the mean total temperature of the gas-at the ocenbueticm- 
chamber exit is specified; 8 relation between Tg,= and bo vill 
theref ore be derived. 
If it is as-& that the nozzles upstream of the turbine are 
uncooled, the ideal temperature at the nozzle exit may be determined 
from t he  adfabatia lawr 
where q ie the nozzle (etator-ring) effioiemy. When the velwity 
of the fluid entering the nozzlee ia neglected, the nozzle exit vel- 
oclty may be determined from the relation 
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For a nozzle, q i e  urnally about 0.9. 
The velocity of the combustion gae relative t o  the rotating b M e s  
at the rotor entntnce is obtained frcm the solution of the equation 
whioh 18 obtain& the velooltg of figure 2(b). The d u e  
of u' in equation (102) is given by 
T k  effeotive ocmrbustlaa-gae tenperature at the rotor entrmme 
ie obtained fram t h  definition of A. 
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The recoverg ooefficient entera tkae andpis of heat transfer to 
high-velocity stream beoauee the temperature difference causing the 
heat transfer to such strew is (TB - T,) rather than (% - T), 
ae f o r  low-velocity streams. 
According to refereme 19, the recovery coefficient A is a 
function of Re, Pr, and M a d  is defined for the outside of a 
blade as 
(103) 
The corresponding recovery coefficient for the inside of the blade is  
defined a8 
c 
It has been eetablished  both by theory and by experiment (refer- 
ence 20) that f o r  a laminar layer of a b  flming along a flat plate 
with no preersnre gradient the lzecovery coefficient fs substantially 
independent of Re and M and may be represented by the equation 
D a t a  f r a m  the sam= referenoe indicate that, for a turbulent b o w  
layer of a i r  in subsonio flow over a flat plate, values of A in- 
orease fra the d u e  of 0 . 84 given by eqpation (105) to 0.89 as Re 
fnoreases . 
.The values of A obtained for turbine blades conffrm 'the 
relatfon 
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A = 
presented in reference 2 1  f o r  a turbulent boundary layer along a flat 
plate. 
A possible mean value far the reuovery ooeffioient on the outaide 
of a turbine blade no baeed on the relative portions of the perim- 
eter of the blade having lamizlar and turbulent boundary layers ie 
X portion of blade  perimeter having laminar boundary layer. 
1-x portion of blade perimeter having turbulent boundary layer. 
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Considerable experimzntal data exist for the detemination of 
the  friction  coefficient of fullg developed flow fn 9t passage without 
heat transfer. Few data are cmrrently available, however, for the 
evaluation of the f'riotion coefficlent in the presence of heat tram- 
fer.  In additton, entrance effects result i n  higher apparent f r ic t ion  
coefficients than are experienced 3.n fullg developed turbulent flow 
regardless of the presence of heat transfer. The apparent coefficient 
also inaludee profile loases. 
The f r io t ion  coeff icfent in the abeence of heat transfer is 
defined BB 
(This equation gives only the local value. In  a passage of finfte 
length, the average value of f i e  &fined by equation (9) and is 
BO chomn in this case that t he  o v e r 4  pressure drop through the 
equation (log), 1s the differentid.  pressure drop due to f r i c -  
t ian in the length of passage dr. Coolant pssagea in air-cooled 
turbine blades are usually noncircaletr 80 that the hydmulio diameter 
instead bf the tube diameter OCCUB i n  equation (i08). The hydr&ulic 
d i m t e r  of a passage (fig. 1) is equal to four t -s  the flow area 
divide& by the weted pe-ter. 
' passage i B  correct, although intermediate valuee may not be. ) In 
Throughout m o s t  of the passage, the flow is turbulent . According 
t o  von Kkmuin's fonrmla, reference ll (p. 1191, the correlation 
between f a d  Re for ful ly  developed turbulent flow in smooth 
pipe8 be -88ed &e 
- = 4.0 log 1 
6 
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A p l o t  of equation ( log) ,  which faci l i ta tes  the determination of f 
from Re, it3 presented in figure 6.  In  reference XL (p.  119) another 
correlation between f and Re is presented f o r  a limited range of 
Re (5000 5 Re d 200,000) and is 
. 
f =  O.OQ6, 
(Re)Oo2 
The value of Re required i n  equatione (109) and (110) is &ete-ned 
from the equation 
TIE friction  coefficient is determined lees accurately f rom 
equations (109) and (510) as the rate of beat t rms fe r  inoreaeeo. I n  
Rference ll (p. 121) it is indicated that, for Bmall temperature dif - 
ferences between the fluid and the passage wall, the  friction  ooeffi- 
cient in the presence of heat  transfer be satiefaotorily determined 
frm equation (109) if the mean film temperature is employed i n  the 
determination of p in  equation (111). The m e m  film temperature 
denoted here is the average of the passage-wall tempemture and the 
f lu id  s t a t i c  t e m p e r a t u r e .  It is suggested in reference 13 that for 
large tempreture  differentials between the wal temperature a d  t h e  
fluid'  static temp=rcLture (where the r a t i o  of the temperature t o  
the fluid bulk t e m p e r a t u r e  l e  abaut 2)  the effeot  of heat transfer 011 
the friotion ooeffioient m y  be acaannted for through the ernp1oymn-b 
of -values of p and p in equation (U1) and p in equation (108) 
based on the wal l  temperature. Equations (108) and (Ill), reepec- 
tively, then take the forme 
pw Dh 
Rex= 
t 
c 
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An attempt, was made t o  oorrelate  the data of reference 23 on the fore- 
going basfa. The d u e a  of f in.the preseme of heat transfer thus 
determined were fannd t o  be cansiderably lower thm the actual values 
of f. Ctnrently, it vould therefore seen that the data are insaffi- 
oient t o  establish the tbeory that tb value of f in the pres- ence 
of heat t m f e r  may be correlated. on a basis of the Betll temperature . 
Examination of the dats of referenoe 23 in8ioate8, hmver ,  that the 
value of f reqairea to satiglf'y equation (68) with heat transfer €8 
not greater than that (exaept for exit m c h  nunibem less than 0.2) 
given by equation (109) when IJ. and p are determined at t h e  stream 
temperature of the parraage e a t .  
The results of reference 24 indicate  that values of f larger 
and ismauer than predicted by eqmtion (109) occur in tb entrance 
section of a passage, In order t o  avoid nnd.ey=stimmting the p~~~re- 
drop ~ a l u e a  of f obtained *am the van & relation, equa- 
t ion  (109) may be oorreoted for entrance oonditiona by emglaying 
the correotion factors (refereme 24) presented i n  the f o l l a r i n g  
table : 
40 
In this table b refers to the t o t a l  dietmce maeared fran the 
entrance of the coolant passage and not merely from the root of t h e  
blade where k a t  transfer begins. 
The recammended pr0oeaUz-e for oaqmting f is t o  calculate Re 
~~m~pondfng t o  the ex i t  conditions, d e t e d n e  fvg fKna qua- 
t i a n  (109) or figure 6, and then 8- the CorreCrtian factore of 
the preceding table where mqufred. 
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f =  0.046, 0.2' 
e), f ie seen to be rather imem 
ture beoause p, which varies appr"bely with T 
the 0.2 power. 
i t i v e  t o  tempera- 
0.7, appears to 
and f'ram refereme 14 at a value of Tw = L16Oo R 
p = 0.66 X log6 
sXDhr (0.01689)(0.0044) = 17,800 
Ir (32.17)(0.000194)(0.66 x lom6) 
fvK E 
0.046 OoW6 I = 0.0065 
(17,8OO)O*2 
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c The lengthldiameter m t i o  of the passage is 
lo correotian for entmoe e f f e c t s  is required. 
. 
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(a)  M o u n t e d  h o t  low b l a d e .  
, - - I n s e r t  
' ( c )  HoIiow b l a d e  w i t h  
i n s e r t .  
. .  . - . -  
( b )  Hot low b l a d e .  
. 
. .  . .  
/-Fin 
(d)  Hollow b l a d e  w i t h  f i n s .  
"F97 
C f g u r e  1 .  - P e r t i n e n t   b l a d e   d l m e n s l o n s   a n d  s e v e r a l  b l a d e  configurations. 
P 
1 
NACA RM E m 0 4  
N o z z  I as 
R o t o r  i )  w h  9 
u = w r  - 
,(b) Combust ion-gas  valoclties  at  entrance  to  rotor  stage. 
F i g u r e  2 .  - FIuid-vetocity  vector d i a g r a m s .  
110 
( a l  Coolant- f low  area.  
NACA RM EgOE04 . 
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I b l  Hydraulic diameter  of coolant passage. 
F l g u r e  3. - v a r i a t i o n  from t l p  f o  ro6t of finned- . 
hol low-blade  data   used I n  numerfcal  example. 
. . " 
" 
. 
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t 
1 
T i p  F r a c t i o n   o f  blade length .  y Root 
(d)  Mean ha l f -w ld th  o f  f i n s .  
F i g u r e  3. - Cont inued.   Var ia t ion frm t i p   t o   r o o t  
of f lnned-hol lw-blade  data   used in nurnerICa1 
example. 
112 
4 1  
Dl D 
T i p  F r a c t i o n  at nlade lengih. y Root 
le) Area-change  parameter, 1 &. 
A d y  
F i g u r e  3. - C o n t i n u e d .   V a r i a t i o n  f r o m  
t i p  t o  root of finned-hollor-blade 
data  used in numertcdl   exanele.  
. 
( f  I Conbust ion-gas relat i v a - v e l  o c i t y  rat lo .  
Fract ' ion o f  b lade  l e n g t h .  y Root 
( g l  Comaustion-gas  tempaniture. 
- 
~ g . e  -.( T g , e  dy v 
F i g u r e  3. - c o n c l u d e d .   V a r i a t i o n  iron t i p  t o  root 
o f  f i n n e d - h o ~ l o ~ v - b ~ a d e  data  used In numarIca1 
example. 
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F i g u r e  4. - V a r i a t l o n  of s p e c i f i c   h e a t   o f  a i r  a t  
c o n s t a n t   p r e s s u r e   w i t h   a b s o l u t e   t e m p e r a t u r e  
I r e f e r e n c e  151. 
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S t a t i c   t e m p e r a t u r e ,  T, O R  
F i g u r e  5. - V a r i a t i o n  o f  r a t t o  o f  s p e c i f i c  heats  o f  
a i r  w i t h  absoIute t e m p e r a t u r e  ( r e f e r e n c e  151. 
2 4 6 
Reynolds  number, Re 
8 IO5 2 4 6 8  
' . F i g u r e  6. - V a r i a t i o n  of f r i c t i o n   c o e f f i c i e n t   w i t h   R e y n o l d s  number f o r  f l o w  i n  smooth z. 
pipes ( e q u a t i o n  [IOllJ. E 
E 
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I 
i l  
I 
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Ti P F r a c t i o n  o f  b l a d e  l e n g t h ,  y R o o t  
F i g u r e  7. - Variation of s t a t i c   p r e s s u r e ,   t o t a l  
t e m p e r a t u r e ,   M u c h   n u m b e r ,   a n d   v e l o c i t y  o f  c o o l a n t  
f r o m  t i p  t o  r o o t  a s  d e t e r m i n e d  f r o m  o p e n - f o r m  
solution o f  momentum and energy  equat ions .  
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( a )  C o o l a n t  Mach n u m b e r .  
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Figure 9 .  - C o m p u t e d   c o o l   i n g - a i r   t o t a l  a n d  b l a d e -  
m e t a l   t e m p e r a t u r e   d i s t r i b u t i o n  computed f rom 
r e l a t i o n  TB = ( h T g , e  + T * ) / ( t  + h ) .  
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